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you can always use the program's help menu to find out more about using driverhub or how to perform a specific action. in addition, the installation wizard offers a helpful tutorial so you can learn to use the program quickly. installation: installation of driverhub is very simple. all you have to do is download the appropriate version of the program. save it on a convenient place and run it as administrator. after the installation is finished, you can access the main window and click on the scan button. this will perform a scan of your pc and detect all outdated drivers. after a few seconds, the program will

display a list of all outdated drivers and their version numbers. you can click the update button to update the selected drivers. when a driver is outdated, the computer may not work properly. also when a new driver is installed, there is a risk that the computer can crash. this could happen because the new driver is not compatible with the operating system and other programs. to avoid having to constantly update drivers, ashampoo driver updater offers a smart alternative: it discovers whether a driver needs to be updated or not and installs it automatically. the software scans for updated drivers on the
internet and on your own computer. also if a driver is outdated, ashampoo driver updater will show a pop-up informing you of that. ashampoo driver updater is designed to minimize the need for constant driver updating. no matter whether the computer is online or not, the software automatically checks for the latest drivers. it will also tell you what driver version is current and how to proceed with updating. you can also add your own drivers. a special version of the software even works offline and has built-in support for all operating systems and devices. plus, it is compatible with all popular computer

and device brands.
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ashampoo driver updater also offers a great security feature. the software can back up all drivers, keeping them
safe from viruses. also, a backup can be saved to the users local hard drive, usb or network-attached storage

devices. additionally, the software can create a recovery disc for all backup types, and restore the drivers from the
backup to the operating system. ashampoo driver updater lets you scan for outdated drivers. the software will

even warn you if a driver has been removed from your computer. if you dont want to update a certain driver, you
can add it to the blacklist. ashampoo driver updater will still download new drivers, but will ignore the ones you
have blacklisted. ashampoo driver updater provides drivers for all operating systems. additionally, the software

will find the latest drivers for usb devices and networking cards. for example, a wireless network card can be
added. if you want to remove a driver, you can even do it manually. as a backup, the software will create a backup

to the users local hard drive, usb or network-attached storage devices. also, a recovery disc for all backup types
can be created, which lets you restore all drivers from the backup. this app can be used on a pc or mac. also, it is

compatible with all major operating systems. the application can be used in four languages: english, german,
french and russian. ashampoo driver updater is compatible with most printer and network device brands. also, the
software provides a friendly interface. ashampoo driver updater is free to use, but you can buy a license for further

functionality. the license can be bought for a one-time or monthly fee. the license also provides an extended
version for all backup types, self-installing and offline functionality. 5ec8ef588b
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